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Tonio Sebastian Richter, Leipzig
A few years ago, I was told the famous story about how Polotsky started reading a Danish 
grammar when he set sail from Israel, and was fluently speaking when he arrived in Copen­
hagen. Some time later, I heard the same story, with just one slight difference: according to 
this version, Polotsky was learning Danish during his flight to Copenhagen. Apart from the 
fact that Polotsky’s - at any rate - amazing ability to learn languages is of less importance for 
our purpose than his admirable capacity for analyzing languages and thinking about lan­
guage, one may learn from the example that there is, or can be, a strong teleological impetus 
directing the change of oral tradition. This is not at all the case with change and shift in natu­
ral languages. Although influenced by internal as well as external factors,* 1 language change 
has no telos, and thus, no forseeable development; its ‘guide’ is sometimes called ‘the invisi­
ble hand’.2 If processes of language change cannot possibly be predicted, they still can be 
described, and it is wellknown what significant insights into language change are given to us 
by the Egyptian-Coptic language. However, there is a serious difficulty: the main site of 
change is always the spoken communication, where language occurs in its ‘fluid’ form, as it 
were.3 What we have and know from written texts, however, yields evidence of written 
language, of language in a much more ‘solid’ state of matter, coagulated in one or several 
standard varieties.
A most intriguing issue concerning spoken vs. written language is their systemic relationship 
to each other.4 According to currently valid ideas, no type simply depends on the other one, 
rather, both spoken and written represent different modes of basically identical possibilities 
of the language, the Tangue’. What differences are there? From a descriptive point of view, 
linguists have counted a number of ‘universal’ features, depending on the different modality 
of spoken vs. written language (see fig. 1) and resulting in structural differences at all levels 
of language use (see fig. 2).
SPOKEN LANGUAGE WRITTEN LANGUAGE
• Exists in an aural medium in real time • Exists visually and permanently
• Is accompanied by errors, hesitations, 
pauses, false starts, redundancy
• Hesitations and errors have been removed.
* I feel obliged to confess my gratitude to Prof. Adam Jones (University of Leipzig) for improving the 
English of this article and to Susann Harder (University of Leipzig) and Maike Ludwig (University of 
Leipzig) who kindly assisted me with proof-reading!
1 Cf. e.g. Labov (1994); Milroy (1992); Chambers & al. (2002).
2 Cf. Keller (1994); Garcia (1997).
3 Cf. Chafe (1984: 95), Jahandarie (1999: 135f.).
4 Cf. Akinnaso (1982); Biber (1986 and 1988); Chafe (1985); Chafe & Danielewicz (1987); Chafe & Tannen 
(1987); Cmejrkova & al. (1994); Fiehler (1994); Firbas (1995); Gibbon & al. (1998); Gumperz & al. 
(1984); Halliday (1985 and 1987); Hildyard (1984); Jahandarie (1999); Olson & Torrance (1991); Redeker 
(1984); Stenstrom & Aijmer (2004); Tannen (1982, 1984b and 1984c); Wilson (2000).
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• Hearer is present, giving a shared context 
between speaker and hearer which can be 
refered to implicitly, with words like that, 
here, now.
• No speaker is present, there is neither a 
shared context nor the possibility of 
feedback or interruption.
• Is contextualized by paralinguistic and 
kinesic features such as voice quality, 
gesture, and body language.
• Decontextualized speech, analysis in 
sentences, words, and segments is provided 
in the text.
• Has pragmatic advantages in many cases • Usually has social priority
Fig. 1: Spoken vs. written language in terms of modality (Barton 1994)
Features typically to be attributed to spoken language are e.g. the preference of paratactic vs. 
hypotactic construction, a lower variety of conjuctions and clause conjugations, the frequent 
occurence of elliptic and anakolouthic constructions at the syntax level; a lower semantic 
variation, the frequency of semantic commonplaces and of deictic expressions referring to 
non-verbal contexts at the semantic level; variety in phonetic realizations, elision, reduction, 
assimilation etc. at the levels of phonetics and prosody, and, without direct correspondences 
in written language, varieties in pitch, volume, and speed of speaking.
SPOKEN LANGUAGE WRITTEN LANGUAGE
• Paratactic constructions, ‘horizontal’ syntax: 
antTs and then's
• Hypotactic constructions, ‘vertical’ syntax: 
which's and that’s
• Lower variety of conjuctions and clause 
conjugations
• Higher variety of conjuctions and clause 
conjugations
• Lower semantic variety, frequent use of 
archilexemic words and commonplaces
• Higher semantic variety, homonymous 
expressions
• Anakolouthic and elliptic constructions • Clear and complete sentences
• Basic unit: utterance or idea-unit. • Basic unit: sentence
• Frequency of deictic expressions refering to 
non-verbal context actualities
Fig. 2: Spoken vs. written language in terms of word choice and structure (Barton 1994)
However, at least the most syntactic and semantic features are by no means distinctive. De­
pending on genre and function, written texts can be more or less close to spoken language 
(and vice versa), be it with or without intention.5 Some artificial dialogues in Jane Austen’s 
novels, for instance, are highly ‘written’ in style and may not give an idea of spoken English 
of that time, while the utterances of underdogs from Charles Dickens’ text-world may 
actually convey impressions of genuine contemporary sound. Modern literature provides 
famous cases of highly elaborate imitations of non-standard language within written texts, up 
to spoken dialects, linguistic group codes, and even the idiosyncratic, incoherent inner 
dialogue of human thought: just think of Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, Salinger’s Catcher in 
the Rye, or Joyce’s Ulysses.6 However, certain most common speaker strategies and features 
of spoken language can hardly be reproduced in written texts without a heavy loss of 
comprehensibility at the reader’s end, due to the lack of the pragmatic setting (i.e., the 
modality’ of Barton 1994) regularly surrounding spoken communication, which is 
indispensable for connoting meanings of speech units, or intentions of speech acts.
5 On the overall ‘permeability’ between spoken and written medium, cf. Chafe (1992: 24).
6 Cf. Seltzer Krauthammer 1999; for a Latin example see Chafe (1981); cf. also Meurman-Solin (1999), 
Miethaner (1999), Taavatseinen & al. (1999) and Schneider (2002: especially his category 5 - ‘invented’,
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What about the evidence of Coptic? Can we catch a glimpse of spoken Coptic through the 
mirror of written texts?7
Hans Jakob Polotsky was the first scholar who applied the structuralist concept of language 
system to Coptic, and it was through him that terms like ‘language standard’, ‘norm’, and 
‘variety’ have been introduced into Coptic linguistics. In his writing about Coptic grammati­
cal structures, Polotsky himself revealed a bias towards the Biblical standard variety of 
Sahidic Coptic. Apart from its high degree of regularity, it is the direct comparability to the 
Greek Vorlage that probably awoke Polotsky’s particular favour, for many of his carefully 
chosen examples receive their conclusive force just by comparison of grammatical strategies 
used in the Coptic target language to those employed in the Greek source laguage.8 Although 
I do not consider Coptic to be a mixed language,91 do think Biblical Coptic was shaped by 
intentional imitation of stylistic registers of Biblical Greek as well as by unintentional choice 
of certain means of expessions which would not - at least not in the same frequency and 
distribution - be found in non-translated written texts, let alone in spoken Coptic. Such 
phenomena, called translationese features, are well-known to text linguists.10 For my purpose, 
however, this kind of Coptic would be most inappropriate, representing eminently written 
language in some regards. It was Ariel Shisha-Halevy in his exploration of Shenoute’s 
language who drew attention to quite another standard of Sahidic Coptic, different not so 
much in terms of single grammatical forms or dialectal features, but in a more general 
sense:11 Repeatedly, he points to linguistic features of an informal, colloquial style far from 
the Biblical standard of Sahidic and other standard varieties attested in originally written 
texts.12
‘Spoken’ language, in its narrowest sense, is interlocutive speech, is conversation.13 Narra­
tive, even in the realm of the spoken, tends to be shaped by patterns and expectations of genre 
which come close to written structures.14 So, what we are tracing should be sought and found 
most likely in direct speech. Are there any Coptic counterparts to those interferent examples 
of English literature mentioned above? Is there some evidence of direct speech passages 
preserving expressions from vernacular, spoken Coptic? 1 believe there actually are such 
phenomena, even though it may often be hard to estimate the level and degree of their 
deviation from the literary standard. Let me give you an example from a narrative exemplum 
within a Coptic homily on the archangel Gabriel (see Appendix, Ex. 1). The plot deals with a 
loan given by a pious rich man to a godless poor man, who attempts to defraud his 
benefactor, saying: julntaicaaay cpoi ayeic nEicrpmuiTiON ntajuask. niroq ‘I owe you 
nothing. Show your document, and I will entirely satisfy you with it.’ Finally, the bad guy 
takes an oath within the shrine of the archangel, swearing falsely: utteicti aaay nai enes 
SAuriEiujq nuje njoaoicotinoc eteicenepei uuoi jipooY. ‘You have never given me any of
7 On methodological implications of this question, see Cable (1990); Cummins (1994); Maynor (1988); 
Meurman-Solin (1999) and Schneider (2002: especially 67-68, ‘Introduction: How to Listen without 
Hearing’).
^ S° e.g. in his ‘classical’ studies, Polostky (1944, 1960 and 1987/1990).
9 pace Reintges (2001 and 2004: 2-3); cf. Oreal (1999).
10 Cf. Gellerstam (1986).
11 Shisha-Halevy (1986).
[ 2 Shisha-Halevy (1986: e.g. p. 93, § 2.6.4).
3 Cf. Chafe (1992: 19); Miller & Weinert( 1998).
4 Cf. Chamberlain & Thompson (1998b); Toolan (2001).
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these sevenhundred Solidi that you are charging me for!’, and as hardly needs to be said, 
subsequently he gets into deep trouble. Since the exemplum should serve for intensifying 
contemporaries’ fear of the Archangel amidst their everyday life, it just deals with 
contemporary everyday matters, and it does so the more efficaciously, I believe, by inserting 
some contemporary colloquial expressions, like the verb juoy^ with two objects, literally ‘to 
fill’ somebody with something, actually meaning ‘to pay in full’,15 and the Greek loan-verb 
evdyeu',16 literally ‘induce’, actually meaning ‘to accuse somebody’. Otherwise, both 
expressions are strictly limited to documentary Coptic texts. But even if this case may be 
considered a deviation from the literary standard at the word choice level, it might still be far 
from spoken Sahidic. As a matter of course, linguistic norms of all literary texts including 
rhetoric genres always represent more or less highly standardized linguistic varieties. Non- 
litererary Coptic texts, on the other hand, usually represent linguistic non-standard varieties. 
So what I have done is to collect direct speech phrases occurring in documentary texts (see a 
selection in the Appendix, Ex. 2,l-46).17 In order to get a homogeneous textual corpus, I 
restricted my research to 7th and 8th-century letters from the Theban area, were the teaching 
of writing was based on biblical Sahidic.18 Unlike direct speech in a narrative, direct speech 
quotations in letters are non-fictional,19 that means, they usually correspond to real utterances 
coming from living persons and actually heard by the writer. So it is significant, although not 
unexpected, to find the great majority of instances in overall keeping with common Sahidic 
structures as known from biblical texts and elsewhere, assuming that terse linguistic units 
such as those of Ex. 2 permit any classification at all. Of course, some phenomena do occur, 
which might be less familiar to Coptologists accustomed to literary Sahidic only (Ex. 3). So 
we find the Theban future conjugation OYi^q-cuiTJU (Ex. 3.1 to 5), the perfect participle 
NTiS-coiTii (Ex. 3, 6 & 7) which likewise belongs to the Nag Hammadi subakhmimic 
standard, we find the omission of +- ‘to give’ (Ex. 3.8)20 and that of the object of the same 
verb (Ex. 3.9 & 10), and we find the negative conditional UNTEqctUTJU21 (Ex. 3.11). It must 
be emphasized however, that none of these phenomena occurs exclusively in direct speech 
passages of letters', they all are shared features of non-standard Theban texts of several 
genres, and some of them even of Upper-Egyptian literary varieties. So what happened? 
Obviously, almost all these originally spoken utterances must have been converted during the 
process of recording in keeping with the demands of written Coptic, be it even a non-standard 
variety, and that means a partial or total loss of their distinctive spoken language features. As 
for pronunciation, it is usually argued that genuine phonetic realizations of sounds are 
scarcely recorded as heard, i.e. by a phonological analysis ad-hoc, but have always been 
adapted to the writer’s orthographic customs, and just the same must be assumed with regard 
to syntactic structures and word choice: writers might have re-shaped spoken utterances 
which they felt unfit to be written by homonymous expressions coming up to the expectations
15 Cf. Richter (2002a: 38-40, 226-230).
16 Cf. Richter (2002a: 61,117).
17 Cf. Schneider (2002: especially his catergory 3 [‘imagined’], p. 78). For letters as a potential source of 
recovering spoken language cf. also Meurman-Solin (1999).
18 This is well-documented by the evidence of Coptic educational texts, cf. Cribiore (1996) and Hasitzka 
(1990).
19 Just the difference between ‘invented’ and ‘imagined’ according to Schneider (2002).
20 Cf. Depuydt (2002: 122); Emmel (1981); Richter (2004b: 102).
21 Cf. Till (1955: 150, § 295); Richter(1997: 387).
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of a reader,22 a decision which modem philologists still benefit from, but a real nuisance for 
curious linguists! Surely, almost all first- and second-person utterances23 as well as utterances 
from more than one speaker24 might have been changed heavily by recording. What thus 
remains are third-person singular quotations. I believe that the condition of the occurence of 
something like spoken Sahidic in non-fictional direct speech quotations is basically identical 
with the condition of deviations from literary standards in literary texts: Both depend on a 
writer’s particular motivation and explicit intention of doing so. Like an author who assigns 
idiomatic ways of speaking to his figurs in order to characterize them additionally at a subtle, 
non-narrative level, a letter-writer may quote words of a living person ‘unplugged’, if he 
intends to communicate not only what was said, but also the way to put it. In any way, the 
result would be an internal evaluation,25 such as, exposing or unmasking the quoted person.
Only a few Coptic letters might actually meet this special requirement in one way or another. 
Some records from the realm of ecclesiastical disciplinary supervision are concerned with 
impudent remarks of clergymen. Sometimes the meaning of such statements escapes us. In 
Ex. 4, a person called Jakob has offended somebody by saing: juulkuu) ettleit ttjajjli ene£ ‘I 
won’t read ever to my father Paham’. Crum, the editor, noted: ‘“read to (or for)’ seems the 
only possible translation; but the meaning is obscure.” I’m afraid we are in no better condi­
tion and must agree. According to Ex. 5, a monk had dared to say: lyjuice noyaoyt tun con 
‘A Lut was born to the brother.’ Unfortunately, we have no idea what monster a Lut is, but it 
must be horrible, since the offender has to pay a considerable fine. Ex. 6 deals with quite a 
disgusting guy, who is not willing to go somewhere. When his mother tried to persuade him, 
he rebuked her,26 as is explicitly told, £noyunt<ltu)itte ‘with impertinance’, saying: £<lttc 
TjjtoopE eroa -fcpoqT ill. The meaning of this apparently highly affective utterance may be: 
‘Is it really necessary that I finish you? I am not at leisure!’ The next example (Ex. 7) is 
perhaps the most interesting one. Belonging to the archive of Bishop Abraham of 
Hermonthis, the text is a formal testimony against a priest called Viktor, attested by his 
fellow-priest Papnute, who tells what he found himself confronted with when he entered the 
church on the night before Easter Sunday: imtuic ejoyn EXtuq .utrRTq EqoYtun Eqctu’ ttexli 
e<;oyn E<q><Lq xe ek.o Rtamay N+cT ‘I approached him and found him eating and drinking. I 
rebuked him: Is it you being - and I (must) see (you)! - in this manner?’ I have the impres­
sion that this utterance is quite far from what we would consider usual Sahidic syntax. The 
anakolouthic splitting of syntactic coherence - a typical spoken language feature - occurs, a 
structure corresponding here to the speaker’s rage. But the reply of the caught sinner sounds 
even more interesting: tcoYtuty ptyi’ tips tcoYtuty eipe ar UnpEipE, literally (actually spoken 
words in bold, grammatical complements in brackets): ‘(If) you wish (to) perform service, 
do (it), (if) you don’t wish (to) perform (it), let (it) be!’ Even though easy to understand, the 
whole expression is full of elliptic omission, by far exceeding the usual degree of non-literary
22 See Cable (1990) on concerned methodological issues; cf. also Miethaner (2000) with examples from 
orthographic transcriptions of African-American English, Muller 1995 with examples from medieval 
German sermons; Rdsler (1995) with observations on 16t/17th-century Low German trial records.
23 For reasons of self-presentation and politeness, writers might rather not quote sub-standard utterances made 
by themselves or by their addressees.
24 Because it is simply impossible to quote several utterances literally by one statement only.
25 On the difference between internal and external evaluation in spoken conversation, cf. Labov (1972) and 
Tannen (1984b: 8ff.).
26 The semantic valeur of .'xui/neAE ejoyn ejp<l« (literally ‘to speak into somebody’s face’) in Theban texts 
seems to lie somewhere near ‘to rebuke sb.’, ‘to bark at sb.’, ‘to snap s.o.’s head’.
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texts. Also in Coptic letter-writing, writers used to say explicitly etytune noYtoty ‘if you 
wish’ and etCTUOYtuty ‘if you don’t wish’ (Ex. 8). On the other hand, there is still a second 
instance of icoYtoty - icoYtuaj a n within direct speech (Ex. 9 = O.Crum 174). The telegraphic 
alternative structure ‘you wish - you don’t wish’ with its strong restriction to the minimum of 
essential words, might thus be considered an echo of a spoken utterance.
To sum up: I could not show some broad and clear evidence of spoken language in written 
Coptic texts, not even in those of low standardization and linguistic prescriptivism, like per­
sonal letters from the 7th and 8th century Theban area. Admittedly, I doubt that many would 
have expected a large body of evidence. Polotsky’s famous remark, understood here in a 
more general sense, still remains true:27 “Uber die Aussprache des klassischen Sahidisch 
befinde ich mich im Zustande volliger Unwissenheit, und ich wiiCte nicht, daB Till oder sonst 
jemand in besserer Lage ist.” So, what’s up? Have I told a pointless story? I hope not. 
Despite, or shall I say, because of, the poorness of results, there is something to conclude. 
There are several thoroughly investigated, well-known standard varieties of Sahidic Coptic. 
On the other hand, there are some linguistically almost unexplored non-standard varieties, to 
be found in the corpus of the so-called documentary texts. “This corpus” to use Ariel Shisha- 
Halevy’s words, “has had very scant attention hitherto..., and grammmatical investigation of 
this area is still a future goal - perhaps the greatest challenge to Coptic linguistics today”.28 
Furthermore, as I have tried to demonstrate, within these different varieties, there are more or 
less formal, rhetorical, and informal, colloquial registers interfering with each other. Finally, 
it is just the multiplicity of non-standard Sahidic varieties which might answer questions re­
lating to the diachronic diversity of Coptic from its rise around 300 C.E until its obsolescence 
in Mamluk Egypt.29 All this would make up more than one field of really intriguing research, 
designated to enhance our understanding of the system, the Tangue’ of Coptic, and therefore 
well suited to following in Polotsky’s footsteps. I confess, it was part of my hidden agenda to 
recommend these fields to a closer attention.
27 Polotsky (1957: 227).
28 Shisha-Halevy (1991b: 199). On the language of Coptic documentary texts, cf. e.g. Crum (1926); Funk 
(1999); Kahle (1954); Nagel (1965); Richter (2002a and 2004a); Schenke (1990 and 1992); Worrell (1934: 
99-121).
29 Late Coptic is a likewise badly unexplored field of Coptic linguistics. An approach to the language of late 
Coptic legal documents has been undertaken by myself, cf. Richter (2000: 98-102), and Richter (2002a: 
157-160). Late Coptic varieties of the Bohairic dialect are currently studied by Ariel Shisha-Halevy and 
Eitan Grossman, cf. also Shisha Halevy (1991a: 58). On the impact of Arabic on late Coptic texts, cf. 
Richter (2004b) and Richter (2006).
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Examples
Ex. 1: ‘Colloquial’ register in direct speech within a written narrative
BL Or 7028+, Homily on the Archangel Gabriel (ed. W.H. Worrell, The Coptic manuscripts in the Freer 
Collection, New York 1923, p. 25, col. ii-25, col. 1): mrmcA,uY epoi iyeic nEKrpajuuuTiON ntjuua^ic jtmon ... 
UTTEICTI Aid-Y Nil ENEJ JDtTTICAUJEl NUJE N20A0K.0TIN0C ETEICENEfEI JLU10I JipOOY. “I OWe you nothing. Show yOUT 
document, and I will entirely satisfy you with it. ... You have never given me any of these sevenhundred Solidi 
that you are charging me for.”
Ex. 2: Direct speech as recorded in Theban letters
Speaker Is* p. sg.
2.01 O.Crum 179 iIXOOC Nile PEE iYCIC TR 0 A« K0TCE N[C]K£YH “Give the solidus for equipment!”
2.02 O.CrumST 259 •LIPEOOC Nik: PEE EIN[HY] EJHT RCilUEKUT “I will come southwards after my father.”
2.03 O.Crum Ad. 63 1I2C00C Niki N£i£ NC0TT Xt £APC? t\>0K. X£ 
TTEicepoc £ice tuine
“Take care, since times are very bad.”
2.04 O.Crum VC 66 illXOOC NiM Xt TTiCON COYi IlJUiY JUR ICiTEp 
ULRTTETOJUL JURTTkl£[c]YTT£
“My brother Swa is there together with Kater 
and Pjom and the rest.”
2.05 O.Crum VC 70 AOCOOC NiM Xt + 0YAAYE Nil' RTiTiiM
^iTTTpOCtpOpi RniEltUT
“Give me something that I may spend it for 
the offering for my father.”
2.06 O.Mon.Epiph. 145 il^COOM Xt Uiip2U)8 i..XNTEIC6~N0ULH “I cannot work without your approval.”
Speaker 2nd p. sg. m.
2.07 O.Mon.Epiph. 168 ilOCOOC Nil Xt EICUJiNFRCON EMP X?t\i. 
EKJX00YM
“If you meet a brother who is in need, do 
send him!”
2.08 O.Vind.Copt. 152 iicxooc xt tt.aiic<lion tie RTNirmiy tthiRqTOOY flJUEpOC
“It is fair that we divide the house into four 
parts.”
2.09 O.CrumVC 93 JLIOC00C xt EI0YIDU) EBCUkl N^HT “I want to go northwards.”
2.10 O.Mon.Epiph. 336 ikl^OM xt JLLi'l'BCOIC Nil EJJ.TTETE.XI REptT “I cannot go away before you (fern.) have got 
the wine. ”
2.11 O.Mon.Epiph. 283 •uotooc epoi xt tyii'iyiNE rciuoy “I ask for them.”
2.12 O.CrumST 260 ilCXOOC EpOl PEE PEiY iEOYN N[..J “Send them here ...”
2.13 O.CrumST 256 TTElXikl Xt EYNTM Nil' fNiTiiM Niki ON “If they bring it to me I will give it to you 
again.”
Speaker 3rd p. sg. m.
2.14 O.Vind.Copt. 265 •LqPEOOq PEE UJiTNTq “I will bring it.”
2.15 SBKopt. II 862 iMIXOOC xt lixo R2B00C EBOA, l\X\ nCNiY
N£0A,0IC0TCI
“I sent the clothes away, I received the two 
solidi.”
2.16 O.Crum 248 iqPEOOC Nil PEE tppcptli NiH “I am in need of it.”
2.17 O.Crum 368 iMXOOC Nil xt ilUJOJUC ilTNNOOYC E£0YN
Niki
“I cleaned it and sent it to you.”
2.18 O.Vind.Copt. 272 iqPEOOC Nil PEC RTOK ETf 1U10<1 “It is you who gives it.”
2.19 O.CrumVC 70 iMXOOC Nil xt OYR OY-eYllliTHpiON HJU.0)
RTTEWTC BtUkl JXITC
“There is a cencer which I did not take; go, 
take it!”
2.20 O.Mon.Epiph. 455 EiliKUIS PEOOq Nil PEE ipHY NTiHP pEOAH “Perhaps he is angry.”
2.21 O.Mon.Epiph. 379 EM^ttl) imoc .xe eYoyiduj £tyett oyicoyi RNE£ “I would like to get a little bit oil.”
2.22 O.Vind.Copt. 195 TTICpiHA. XU) UJUOC Xt AlATTOAOri^E JUUOM
Niki
“I paid it to you.”
2.23 O.Mon.Epiph. 466 tt]ex.lh xt c^uniii “She is in the place.”
2.24 O.Med.Habu 196 ttexam Xt Ei'NicmiE poki “I will sue against you!”
2.25 O.CrumST 357 TTEXEH xt OYNTi'l +0Y N^OAOklOTINOC ipOIC “You owe me five solidi.”
2.26 O.Mon.Epiph. 322 ttexam xt unthi 2u>b "I have nothing (to do with it)!”
2.27 O.Crum 289 TTEXAH xt iEICkll TETTAUJE iCIOUACYE JLUIiEI “I ploughed the half (only), (as) she has 
hindered me!”
2.28 O.Crum 239 TtCPCAq PEE +Ni8ITq “I will bring it.”
2.29 O.CrumVC 97A TTEXiM xt EklNHY ETOilE NEllAI “Do you come to the clay (soil) with me?”
2.30 O.CrumST 261 TTE^CiM Xt liTTI^E EpOkl RTi+ RCOYO Niki “I didn’t meet you to give you wheat”
2.31 O.CrumST 288 TTEX.LM Xt EklNi-f- OYBi'p NOi'kl Nil' “You shall give me a basket of bread”
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2.32 O.CrumST 331 TTEX<Lq XC <UCBI RNOEIK. ££0YN eTTHI 
jDLmCBlTOY E^OYN ETTT0TT0C
“You brought the breads into the house, you 
didn’t bring them into the monastery”
2.33 O.Crum 379 TTEXE HCJLIN XI EK.N<LCU)JL1NT NTTEIIC££00Y
CNJ-Y UJ<LNTqTtUICp lULAJUC
“You shall still wait these two days until it 
has been cleared well”
Speaker 3rd p. sg. f.
2.34 O.Mon.Epiph. 455 NT£pE(T)EqjUAYX00q Epoq XI TUIOYN NICBUMC
OYXIICeUON <L(n)TTE TTJ.I EICO NX«LCI£HT
“Stand up and go! This is not right, that you 
are so arrogant”
2.35 O.Mon.Epiph. 455 NT£pETEqC£IJULEX00C Niq ON XE <Lpi [TTNJ.]
NICBUMC NICOYJLty B
“Be so kind and go and give answer(?)!”
2.36 O.Medin.Habu 184 TTEX4-C XC +UJTU)p£ <LN “1 do not vouch!”
2.37 O.Vind.Copt. 242 TTEXEC XC +C00YN <LN “I don’t know.”
2.38 O.CrumST 334 TTEXEC XC TUlT Tt TBppE “The basket is mine.”
Speaker 2nd p. pi.
2.39 O.Vind.Copt. 272 <LTETNX00C XC OJiNTidLY N«LIC “We will give it to you.”
2.40 O.Vind.Copt. 271 NTATETRaOOq XC flNfrOJU flJUON ETdJ\0
ficoyo nhtr ettxumc
“It is not possible for us to deliver you the 
wheat fully”
Speaker 3rd p. pi.
2.41 SBKopt. II 846 .LYX00C Epooi' XC 0Y<LN npO UJE RpOJJLlE 2J.THIC “Open the door! Hundred men are with you!”
2.42 O.CrumST 253 TTEXJ-Y Nil xe TTHT ETElR^OYN R^HTq RTOq
TTE ETPEOJHPE 0N£ N<lT IN
“The house in which I am, that’s why 
children don’t live for me” (indirect speech)
2.43 O.CrumST 261 TTEXAY Nil .XE XNOYq Rq+ 0Y7V11Y N1N
RTflC&LI Tyoroc Niq
“Ask him that he gives us something and we 
write a logos (i.e., a safe conduct) for him”
2.44 O.Mon.Epiph. 268 TTEX1Y XC TRC00YN XE 1NBIUIC ENHI “We know, since we went to the houses.”
2.45 O.Mon.Epiph. 156 TTEX1Y T1N1HCH TE ETpENXI N6 ONC 
£T£IXU>[...]
“There is necessity that we use force...”
2.46 O.Crum 198 nEXEY XE JUNTH NpTOB E^OAOIC, Nl[lC?] “Fifteen artabas per solidus for lyoul”
Ex. 3: Nonstandard forms in direct speech passages from Theban letters
Future ovi^q-curm
3.01 O.Crum VC 112 1IO£OI| [h]hT XE ETIUMEf OYJll-h Ni]lC N?JUT “When the feast comes I will [give y]ou the 
money.”
3.02 O.Crum Ad. 62 TTEXCKL XC 0Y1INTM ipHC N<LKL “I will bring it southwards to you.”
3.03 O.Crum 174 EqXCO 11JU0C NTI^C XC T£0ITC TTACNTION
ETJLLHP JUJU0C 0YAIMIT0Y
“The garment and the linen which is tied to 
it, I will bring them.”
3.04 O.Vind.Copt 258 TTEXiq XC 0YAIBITC JUUULY “I will bring it there.”
3.05 O.Crum 198 TTEXCq XE OlYlilf UUTUJltOYM HPT0S NJ.K1 “I will give you eighteen artabas”
Perfective participle nti^cuitu
3.06 O.Mon.Epiph. 308 nEXJLl XC RTOIC TtLtUBI 4>0/\0IC0TC£ RC0Y0 <Lpi 
TcUM-TTH NrTJXq [...]
“It is you who has brought the solidus for 
wheat, be kind enough and give it...”
3.07 O.Mon.Epiph. 544 EMXU) JUJULOC XC TUEIUJT <1UJTNNOOYT XE T«Lq
Niq
“It is my father who has sent me, (saying) 
«Give it to him!»”
Omission of +- ,to give1
3.08 O.Mon.Epiph. 332 iqXOOC EpOl XC IUeLY NHkLM E[nUn[0Y1m “I will (give) it to you in good condition”
Omission of the object of + ,to give‘
3.09 O.Vind.Copt 181 nexiq xe U4l+ ruic “I cannot give (it) to you.”
3.10 O.Vind.Copt 181 ITEXill XE Ek'.TOC N‘|EI EpHC 1IJ.I+ IUK “Unless he comes southwards, I cannot give 
(it) to you!”
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Negative conditional JLiNTeqciirm
3.11 O.Med.HabuCopt. TTE3CE TTk.‘.<LJLLOYA JCY JUAl'eT EpHC JL1NTEK1 EIXl' “I cannot come to the south unless you get
136 TT/\(0r)0C nj_| the logos (i.e., a safe conduct) for me”
Ex. 4: What happened?
O.Crum 481: nAituuj etueit ttajaju enec ‘1 won’t read ever to my father Paham! ’
Ex. 5: What is a ‘Lut’?
O.Crum 292: njuoyujt CTTEqujAPCE etbsttcon NTAqpcooq pee ayjliice noyaoyt nattcon ANicATTETTpomimiN 
eiTEc[...] lUR^’iTE [...] toaiu [...] ‘as we considered his word about the brother that he spoke: “A Lut was bom to 
the brother”, we imposed the fine ... thirty nine ... dare ...’
Ex. 6: Vehement utterances of a violent-tempered guy
O.Mon.Epiph. 455: NTepe<T>equAY pcooq epoq pee tujoyii nice one oyxiiolion a(m) ne eico npeacijht nteije 
EAqpcooq eeoYN ejpac jnoyuntatujitte pee eattc tapcoope eboa fcpoqT an ‘When his mother said to him: 
“Stand up, go, it is not right that you are so proud,” it was with impertinance that he rebuked her (lit. said into 
her face): “Is it really necessary that I finish(?) you(?) I am not at leisure!’”
Ex. 7: A fierce exchange recorded
O.Crum Ad. 59: NTEpEIEi' EINApTTUJA ETTATTNOYTE 2tpOY£E ilTTCABBATON iiTlROlA EBOA AIBCUK. E£0YN EPCUiq AI6 f(T(| 
EqOYtUJU Eqctu’ TIEPEAI E£0YN Ejpjq PEE EICO RTAHAY R+£E ITEPEAq NA1 PEE ICOYCUU) pUJA’ EipE ICOYUIU) ElpE AN 
nnpEipt ‘When 1, just about to perform the service, went to Papnute at the evening of the Saturday of breaking 
(the fasting), I approached him and found him eating and drinking. I rebuked him (lit. said into his face): “Is it 
you being - and I (must) see (you) - in this manner?” He said to me: “(If) you wish (to) perform service, do (it), 
(if) you don’t wish (to) perform (it), let (it) be!”’
Ex. 8: Conditional clauses containing oYtiny in Theban documents
8.1 O.Crum 386 EICOYtUty ETPABUMC ^NOYGTTTH ‘if you want that I go hastily’
8.2 CO Ad. 29 ECTJLIOYUUy ‘if she doesn’t wish’
8.3 O.Crum passim ftycune k-oyiuu) ‘if you want’
8.4 O.Crum Ad. 46 EK.U)ANTJUOYU>iy ‘If you don’t want’
Ex. 9: oYiuty ... oyuiuj jln in direct speech
O.Crum 174: icoycdoj eujTTTtupe ... oyiuoj eojTTTtupe <ln ‘(if) you want to vouch ... (if) you don’t want to 
vouch’
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